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The Love Foundation Announces
11 Annual Worldwide “Global Love Day” for May 1, 2014
th

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Orlando, Florida based nonprofit, The Love Foundation, Inc., announces the eleventh annual
global celebration of humanity on May 1st. Individuals and organizations from around the world
are expressing their support for this unique day along with numerous proclamations from
prominent governors, mayors, councils and commissions for its timeless and timely vision of
unity, respect, diversity and unconditional love.
Orlando, FL February 4, 2014 -- It's all about love in global proportions! The Love Foundation
invites people around the world to join together in celebrating and expanding LOVE during a one
day planetary event encompassing all nations, all people, and all life on May 1, 2014. This 11th
annual Global Love Day, with the theme "Love Begins With Me," takes place as various
celebrations around the globe.
Since the initial launch of Global Love Day in 2004, The Love Foundation has received responses
from individuals and organizations in over 150 countries along with over 415 proclamations from
international and US governors, mayors and councils endorsing the idea. TLF Founder, Harold
W. Becker, states, "This day honors humanity as a whole and the power of love within each
individual. When we, as individuals, realize our potential to love unconditionally, we transform
ourselves and the planet at the same time. The amazing responses from so many diverse elected
leaders indicate that we are ready to embrace greater peace, compassion, tolerance and unity in
our world. Together we can make a difference by joining our energy during this one day
celebration of humanity."
Equally inspiring is their core message which has already been translated into 36 languages
sharing the vision that: We are one humanity on this planet; All life is interconnected and
interdependent; All share in the Universal bond of love; Love begins with self acceptance and
forgiveness; With respect and compassion we embrace diversity; and Together we make a
difference through love. Awareness for this event is spreading rapidly via the internet and
numerous volunteers. By simply accessing the Foundation's main web site at
http://www.thelovefoundation.com people of all backgrounds and cultures, like musicians, artists,
government and religious leaders, authors, homemakers, students, NGO's, and businesses from
around the world, are sharing their support and hosting events on May 1st in their local
communities.
The Love Foundation is a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization with the mission of inspiring people to
love unconditionally. Established in 2000, TLF has become the internationally recognized leading
resource for understanding and applying unconditional love. Their vision is to assist people by
building a practical foundation and experience of love within individuals and society as a whole,
through their education, research and charitable programs.
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